
POMMARD

Located in the « Côtes de Beaune » district, the village is
divided by a stream, resulting in a complex mixture of
soils. Much more clay and iron on the right bank and an
alluvial fan (« fan cone ») on the left bank.

THE VINEYARD
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Enjoy our quality responsibly!

VINIFICATION AND VINTAGE

2016: A vintage with character, offering a wine with a wide
aromatic palette and supple tannins. Powerful and well-balanced
with an excellent ageing potential.

TASTING NOTES

Nice deep ruby red colour.

Complex and powerful aromas of black cherry, spices
and tobacco.

A powerful wine with solid tannins. The wine offers
aromas of blackcurrant, blackberry and currant when
young and aromas of ripe fruit with a touch of leather, 
chocolate and pepper as it evolves.

SERVING SUGGESTIONS

Perfect with roasted red meat, game and soft cheeses.

14 °C and 16° C. 8 to 20 years.

• Region Côte de Beaune

• Village Pommard

• Appellation Pommard

• Climate

• Varietal Pinot Noir

The wine is vinified according to the Burgundian tradition. The
manual harvest is most often sorted, either on the vine or in the
cellar, on a sorting table, which allows us to throw out
insufficiently ripe bunches.

Since 1780, Patriarche has been the ambassador of the richesse and reputation of the terroirs and vintages of Bourgogne. As négociant-éleveur, Patriarche’s scope of ac
tion is large: it starts with the supervision of the plots and selecting grapes and continues by vinifying and maturing the wines. It is during the ageing process that the
wines develop their entire potential, substance and structure. All of these stages, give the style, the identity and the signature of the great house of Patriarche. Today

3 million bottles are ageing in Patriarche’s cellars.


